
Biota in a Box Resource Pack

Please return your Biota in a Box to: Any information desk at The Natural History Museum,

Cromwell Road, London, SW7 5BD.

Any questions? Please email vfactor@nhm.ac.uk



We hope you enjoy your Biota in a Box!

Please take good care of it.

Getting started:

The following activities are intended as a guide to your

learning about British Bryozoa. You may choose to carry them

out in the order they appear, but please feel free to interpret

and use the contents of your box as you consider to be most

appropriate for your own aims/objectives.

Share your thoughts/experiences:

We’d love to hear your feedback and to see your experiments

in action.

You can send your photos in to vfactor@nhm.ac.uk and we’ll

add them to our Bryozoa of the British Isles website. Has

something been damaged or is anything missing? Please let us

know at the above email address OR by completing the

feedback form at the end of this pack.

Returning your biota in a box:

Please return your box to any information desk at the Natural
History Museum, London, SW7 5BD or post it back to us at the
above address. The box should be returned to the museum
within three weeks. You may keep the shells marked with a
green dot.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BiotaBox


Biota in a box has been created to complement our current V Factor

project concerning British Bryozoa; an active research project

focussing on the recycling and reuse of a scallop shell collection, part

of which is in your box, so you’re taking home some of our science

and collection with you today.

This box intends to promote the valuable role the Natural History

Museums’ collections play in current biodiversity issues. Your Biota

in a Box contains key environmental and ecological messages on

British Bryozoa, and also activities and experiments for you to carry

out away from the Museum.

What’s in your box?

 two pocket microscopes
 two hand lenses
 two scallop shells (marked with a

specimen number and label to be used as
study aids)

 two scallop shells (marked with a green
dot to be used in your experiments)

 one calcite specimen
 one aragonite specimen
 two identification keys (Rocky Shores)

Contact us at vfactor@nhm.ac.uk



Your own British bryozoan

colonies and epifauna on a

scallop shell

STUDY

LEARN
How to use a pocket microscope

Click here.

How to use a hand lens

Click here.

Your scallop shell

collection for British

bryozoans and epifauna

READ
What is a bryozoan

and why are they

important?

What is ocean

acidification?

How to handle your scallop shell

collection

DRAW

WATCH
The global challenge of ocean

acidification

Click here.

Use your ID Key to

identify animals on

your shells

Are you eating plastic for dinner?

Click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cqCvcX7buo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjT8GG0ETQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQw_BpiIjKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKHOFF8zOds


MAKE

EXPERIMENT

Is seawater more like

lemon juice or soap?

(includes how to make your own pH

indicator & strips)

Ocean acidification in a

cup

Help, I’m melting!

The chemical

structures of aragonite

and calcite

DISCUSS
The naming of

names and

taxonomy

Question How can I help?

RECORD
The perfect

specimen label

A scallop shell card

(see DRAW)

The impact of

plastics –how

degrading!

The animals on your

scallop shell

(see STUDY)

Your

feedback



What is a bryozoan?
Bryozoans or “moss animals” are a little known group of microscopic, filter-feeding,
aquatic invertebrate animals. Known since the Ordovician period (470 million years
ago), we can find both Recent (living) and fossil bryozoans in the British Isles.

Would you like to know more about them?

Here are some of the most important facts about bryozoans.



Why are bryozoans important?
Bryozoans or “moss animals” are a little known group of microscopic, aquatic
filter-feeding, invertebrate animas. Here are some reasons why they are
important:

Biofouling
Bryozoans are “foulers”. These are organisms effecting the performance or functioning of
man-made structures, such as intake pipes for industry or power stations, oil rigs, buoys,
moorings, current meters, ships hulls. Freshwater bryozoans can clog the filters of power
stations, water treatment centres and golf course irrigations systems.

Ocean acidification
Many marine bryozoans
are made of calcium
carbonate.

Like corals, they will be effected by ocean
acidification and global warming.

Hosts of fish parasites
Several freshwater bryozoans act as
intermediate hosts for myxozoans.
Myxozoans are microscopic endoparasites
that have freshwater fish as the final host.

Myxozoans can cause Proliferative Kidney
Disease (PKD) in salmonid fishes.

Myxozoan spores

Chemicals
Chemicals called bryostatins were first
isolated from Bugula neritina in 1969.
Bryostatins are antitumour agents. Recently
it has been found that the bryostatins are
produced by symbiotic bacteria living on the
bryozoan.

Alcyonidium diaphanum causes an allergic
dermatitis called “Dogger Bank itch” which
causes large painful weeping blisters.

Invasives
Bryozoans have the potential to be become
invasive or “alien” species. They can be
transported on the hulls of boats, in ships
ballast water and by “rafting” on other
animals, drifting seaweed or flotsam.

Bugula neritina is the commonest invasive
bryozoan. Watersipora subtorquata and
Tricellaria inopinata are new introductions.



Who could be impacted?

What can you do help? What are scientists doing to help?

What is Ocean Acidification?

have heard of climate change but not everyone knows that we are also damaging
our oceans and the creatures that live there by burning fossil fuels.

Man-made carbon dioxide
(CO2) is released into the air
by burning fossil fuels such
as oil, gas and coal.

Over 50% of this CO2 is
absorbed from the air into
the planets oceans but this
is starting to affect the
chemistry of our seawater

When CO2 increases in the
sea it does two things:
1. Reduces the pH of the

water making the oceans
more acidic.

2. Reduces the carbonate in
seawater. Many marine
creatures use carbonate
ions as their building
blocks to make and repair
their shells and skeletons.

Could you reduce your use of fossil fuels?

Researching into the effects
of acidification on the marine
world

Researching potential
future solutions.
For example:

Artificially regulating
the seas pH

Carbon capture and
storage.

Our oceans are getting more acidic and it is
predicted that within our lifetimes shells and
skeletons of marine creatures will get
weaker and start to dissolve...

Tiny
plankton

Animals with
shells and
exoskeletons

chain is disrupted

home is damaged.

Kerr (2010)

Why is ocean acidification happening?

Would you like to know more? Try our ocean acidification experiments or ask
one of our scientists!

Reef builders



How to handle your scallop

shell collectionLEARN

ALWAYS NEVER
 Handle your collection

with care

 Be mindful of sharp edges

 Use two hands when

picking up your shells

 Be mindful of protrusions

–you don’t want to knock

off or damage your

specimen!

 Keep your associated

information label with

your specimens

/collection

 Wash your hands after

handling your collection

 Handle your collection

roughly

 Disassociate your label

information from your

specimen /collection

 Contaminate your

specimens/collection

with other liquids or

solvents

 Drop your specimens



Your own British Bryozoa

colonies & epifauna on a

scallop shell
DRAW

How many people can take part?

As many as you like however it’s

important everyone has a chance to

study the scallop shells first before

taking part.

What will I need?

A photocopy or print out of the scallop shell

template below

Some colouring pencils or pens

Your scallop shell collection (with a label

and marked with a specimen number)

Your hand lenses/pocket microscopes

provided and any other magnifying kit you

have

Your Rocky shores ID key to help identify

animals on your shell

Timings:

Allow at least 30 minutes for

this activity

What do I need to do?

Step 1: Study you scallop shell using your hand lens and/or pocket microscope.

What shapes can you see? Are they different colours? Can you identify any of the

animals?

Step 2: Draw on to your scallop shell template where the colonies of bryozoans

and epifauna appear. Use the key to help identify the phyla i.e. Mollusca.

Step 3: Cut out your scallop shell and make your scallop shell card.

Helpful information

Zonation is a technique our scientists use to readily study the epifauna and mark correlations
on our scallop shell collection

Phyla is a taxonomic ranking to help scientists classify the natural world

Epifauna are the tiny animals that live on the surface of a substrate

Bryozoans (or moss animals) are a little known group of microscopic, filter feeding aquatic
invertebrates.



Scallop Shell

Template



Concertina

Scallop

Step 3:

 Cut out your scallop shell, scallop and concertina above.

 Fold along the dotted lines to make a concertina.

 Glue or stick your scallop to one end of the concertina

and the other to the card itself.

Now you should have a scallop shell complete with

epifauna and scallop!



MAKE
The chemical structures of

aragonite and calcite

What will I need?

Your calcite and aragonite

samples

Your hand lenses/pocket

microscopes provided and any

other magnifying kit you have

Materials such as: pipe cleaners,

blue tack, modelling clay,

polystyrene balls, cocktail sticks

Summary

Aragonite and Calcite are the common crystal forms

of Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3). They are made

naturally in the environment with Calcite being the

most stable form. The two forms have different types

of crystal lattices which result in different crystal

shapes and properties (see below). This means that

animals, which have Aragonite shells and skeletons,

may be more vulnerable to future changes in the

oceans than those making Calcite shells and skeletons.



STUDY
What will I need?

Your scallop shell collection (with a label and marked

with a specimen number)

Your hand lenses/pocket microscopes provided and any

other magnifying kit you have

The ID Key included in your box to help you identify

animals on your shell

Protocol sheet to record your findings

A pen/pencil

Use your scallop shell collection (marked with a specimen label and

number) to label and record what is on your shell.

1. First complete the following fields: Identifiers and date. Then

decide whether you have the flat or curved shell. Write down

‘Flat’ or ‘Curved’ on your protocol sheet.

2. You will need to look at both the outside and inside of your shell –

the outside will be rough and the inside smooth. On your sheet

write ‘Outer’ on one column and ‘Inner’ on another column.

3. Next try to identify any of the small animals (‘epifauna’) on the

shell, using the ID Key provided. Write in the corresponding

column all the epifauna found and say how many of each type are

found (e.g., Bryozoa X 4).

How many people can take part?

Two people (or two pairs working

together) as everyone needs a chance

to study the scallop shells (x2).

Your scallop shell

collection for British

bryozoans and epifauna

Use your ID Key to

identify animals on

your shell collection



ZONES ON SCALLOP SHELLS

Ref: Ward, M.A. & Thorpe, J.P. 1991. Distribution of encrusting bryozoans and other
epifauna on the subtidal bivalve, Chlamys opercularis. Marine Biology, 110, 253-259.

Curved shell

Flat shell



Identifiers
(your name)

Date
Curved
shell?

(C)

Flat
shell?

(F)
Inner or outer? (I or O)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Phyla Key: Phyla: Includes:
Ba Barnacle

By Bryozoa

C Crustacea Sea slaters
E Echinoderm Brittle stars

M Mollusca Scallops, saddle oysters, mussels, limpets,
eggs

S Sponge
P Polychaete Keel worms, Spirobid worms

Complete the protocol sheet below to record the animals found on your scallop shell. Use

the ID key and zonation template to identify and place the phyla (e.g. Mollusca, Bryozoa)

Epifauna –
What phyla are present in the Zones? E.g. 4 x By, 1x M

INNER

OUTER



RECORD
The perfect specimen

label

What information is associated

with your shells?

What information would be critical

to understanding a specimen and

collection?

SCENERIO:

Imagine you are walking along a beach on holiday when you come

across an incredible mysterious (sadly deceased) creature that you’ve

never seen before in your life.

You decide that this specimen is so unusual and unlike anything

you’ve ever seen that it has to be taken to the Natural History

Museum for identification.

Consider: What background information you could provide our

experts with so we could have the best chance of establishing what it

is and where it is from?

Did you know?

We have an identification and advisory service

dedicated to UK Biodiversity at the Museum called the

Angela Marmont Centre (AMC)

http://www.nhm.ac.uk/take-part/centre-for-uk-biodiversity.html


Step 1: Find a suitable

label for your scallop

specimen

Step 2: Choose what you will

write with on your label and in

what style of writing.

Click here for guidance.

RECORD
The perfect specimen label

for your scallop shell

Consider: what size your label should be.

Choose a label size that can be kept safely

with the specimen in its housing and is

not too small to get lost.

Consider: What kind of writing

might be best?

Would you write in pencil or in

pen?

Name of collector: (your name)

Location and country of origin: Scapa Flow, Orkney

Date of collection: June 2012

Specimen name: Pecten maximus (scallop shell)

Did you know?

Curators never use biro on specimen labels. Find out why here.



To make your own pH indicator 

solution using a red cabbage 

Method 

 
1. Using the knife and chopping 

board, chop the cabbage into small 

pieces.  

2. Place the cabbage pieces into a 

large pyrex bowl or another heat 

proof container and add boiling water 

until the cabbage is covered. 

3. Allow at least ten minutes for the 

colour to leach out of the cabbage. 

4. Occasionally squash the cabbage 

pieces with a fork or potato masher.  

5. Once the solution has cooled, 

remove any bits of cabbage to obtain 

a red-purple-bluish coloured liquid. 

[This solution should be about neutral 

(pH7), but the exact colour you get 

depends on the pH of your water.] 

6. Pour the liquid into a bottle and 

store in the fridge. 

7. Use liquid within 1-2 days. 

 

To make your own pH 

indicator solution you 

will need: 

 

 a red cabbage 

 a large pyrex bowl or 

heat proof container 

 a chopping board 

 boiling water 

 a sharp knife 

 fork or potato masher 

 empty bottle  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Cabbage juice can stain. 
Make sure you do this in 

the kitchen or outside  
 
 
 

Red cabbage contains a natural pH indicator that changes colours according to 

the acidity of a solution. 

If you need help ask your parents or another 

grownup..... Remember to wash your hands afterwards!  



To make your own pH 
indicator strips 

 
 

 Method 

 
1. Place some cabbage indicator 

solution into a large bowl.  

2. Take a sheet of filter paper (or a 

coffee filter) and place it into the bowl 

of cabbage indicator solution making 

sure it is covered. 

 4. Soak the paper for a few hours. 

(you might need to add more 

indicator solution) 

5. Carefully remove the wet paper  

and allow it to dry (hang it up using a 

clothes peg or string). 

6. Using the scissors cut the paper 

into strips. 

 

You can now use them to test the 

acidity (pH) of various solutions. 
 

To make your own pH 

indicator strips you will 

need: 

 

 cabbage juice indicator 

solution 

 a large bowl 

 filter paper or coffee 

filters 

 scissors 

 string or clothes pegs 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Cabbage juice can stain. 

Make sure you do this in 

the kitchen or outside. 

You can make your own pH indicator strips using the cabbage indicator solution to 

test the acidity (pH) of different liquids.  

 

 

If you need help ask your parents or another 

grownup..... Remember to wash your hands afterwards!  



Experiment 1: Is seawater 
more like lemon juice or soap? 

 

 

In this experiment you are going to test the acidity (pH) of household liquids and 

then compare them with tapwater and ‘seawater’.  IMPORTANT: - Ask your parent 

or another grown up to help with choosing the liquids. 

If you need help ask your parents or another 

grownup..... Remember to wash your hands afterwards!  

Method 

1) Make a list of 5 liquids you intend to 

test.  These can be household liquids like 

lemon juice, liquid soap, and others you 

can choose.    

2) For each liquid write its name in pencil 

on a pH test strip  

3) Dip one end of a indicator strip 1 cm 

into its liquid and watch whether it 

changes colour. 

4) Put this strip aside to dry. 

5) Repeat until all 5 strips are dipped and 

dry.  

6) Now repeat this experiment using tap 

water and ‘seawater’ (3 teaspoons of 

table salt in one litre of water). 

7) Compare the colours on all the strips 

to the pH indicator chart – which pH does 

each strip match? Write the pH number 

on each strip in pencil.  

8) Place the completed strips on the table 

in front of you. See if you can arrange all 

the strips in order with the lowest number 

(most acidic) on the left and the highest 

(most alkaline) on the right. 

Now try to answer the 

questions  below 

 

Questions 

Q1/ Which is the most 

acidic liquid you tested? 

Hint: the lower the pH is 

the more acidic  the 

liquid. 

 

Q2/ Which is the most 

alkaline liquid you 

tested? 

Hint: the higher the pH is 

the more alkaline  the 

liquid. 

 

Q3/ Is there any 

difference between the 

pH of tapwater and 

seawater? 

 

Q4/ Which household 

liquid has the closest pH 

to seawater? 



Experiment 2: Ocean 

acidification in a cup 
 

 
Method 

1) Pour 2-3 cm of ‘seawater’ into two 

clear plastic cups. 

2) Add 3-4 drops of pH indicator fluid 

to the ‘seawater’ in your cups.  

3) Gently stir your cups to mix.  

4) What colour is the water in your 

cups?  

Find this colour on the pH chart to 

see the pH of  ‘seawater’.  

5) Put one cup aside (the water in this 

cup is for comparison). 

6) Place a straw in the other cup and 

gently blow through the straw for at 

least one minute  – ask your parents 

to time you.  

7) Has the colour of the water 

changed? Compare it to the control 

water in the other cup. 

8) Compare it to the pH chart to see 

what the pH is now.  

 

Now try the questions   

Questions 
 

Q1/ What was the pH 

before you blew bubbles in 

the seawater? 

 

Q2/ What was the pH of 

the seawater after you 

blew bubbles? 

 

Q3/ Was the seawater 

more acidic before or after 

you blew bubbles? 

Hint: the lower the pH, the 

more acidic the liquid. 

 

Q4/ Why do you think the 

seawater pH changed? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

In this experiment you are going to create ocean acidification in a cup of 

‘seawater’.  To make ‘seawater’ add 3 level teaspoons full of table salt to one litre 

of tap water and mix it till it dissolves.  

If you need help ask your parents or another 

grownup..... Remember to wash your hands afterwards!  



Acid    Neutral                  Alkali 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Acid    Neutral                  Alkali 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 



Experiment 3:  

Help, I’m melting! 
 

 

Method 

 

1) Get three large containers. 

2) Place a plain scallop shell into one 

container and cover the shell with tap 

water – this is your control.  Put it on 

one side. 

3) Into each of the other 2 containers 

place a scallop shell marked with a 

green dot. 

4) Add lemon juice to the second 

container and white vinegar to the 

third, completely covering the shells. 

5) Leave for a few minutes. 

 

 

Now try the questions   

 

 

Questions 

 

Q1/ Which solution is 

bubbling the most? 

 

Q2/ What are the bubbles 

composed of? 

 

Q3/ Why are the solutions 

bubbling? 

 

 
 

Why not try this 

experiment again using 

pieces of any sea shell or 

even egg shells! 

 
 

In this experiment you are going to create ocean acidification  and see how it will 

effect animals that have a calcium carbonate skeleton. 

If you need help ask your parents or another 

grownup..... Remember to wash your hands afterwards!! 



From the earliest times, people have tried to
classify things. The famous Greek scholar,
Aristotle [384BC-3222BC], who taught Alexander
the Great, wrote several books on natural history.
It is thought that most of the marine animals
described in his famous book the Historia
Animalium seem to match ones found in the
Aegean Sea today.

What is taxonomy?

Taxonomy is the science of naming and classifying living
organisms. The word originated from the Greek word taxis,
meaning "to arrange“. Classification is the method by which
biologists group and arrange organisms.

Most scientists wrote in Latin. The
names they used for plants and animals
were often very long and complicated.
This is a label from c.1700

Experts may hold different opinions and so classifications are constantly being revised. Until
recently taxonomists worked mainly with information on anatomical features from gross
anatomy and the light microscope. Nowadays, a lot of new tools such as the electron
microscope and DNA sequencing are being used, which give the scientists extra information
for these revisions.

In 1753, the Swedish boiologist, Carl
Linnaeus (von Linne) standardized and
simplified the system giving us the
binomial nomenclature that we still use
today. This system uses two words, the
genus and the species, for example the
domestic cat is Felis silvestris.

The living world is
divided up into groups of
organisms or taxa, with
species being the key
element.

Species which share
similar features, are
grouped into a genus,
and genera sharing
similar features are
grouped into a family.

Animalia

Chordata

Mammalia

Carnivora

Felidae

Felis

Felis silvestris



DISCUSS
Quick activity:

The Naming of Names

The reason we have names is so we can talk about things easily and simply.

Taxonomy is critical to bringing order to chaos in naming and classifying the

natural world. With over 80 million specimens at the Natural History

Museum names are imperative to a curators work.

Here is a quick exercise to illustrate how tricky and longwinded

communicating would be if we didn’t have names to use.

What will I need?

Pen/pencil, highlighter

& piece of paper

1. Think about the beginning of your day.

2. Write down two lines describing what you’ve been up to. For

example: I woke up at 7.30 and switched off my alarm clock. After

showering I brushed my teeth before putting on a pair of jeans and a

t-shirt.

3. Now imagine the highlighted word does not exist. You have to

create a universal and succinct description for this word so you can

talk about your morning. For example: Alarm clock might be: Object

that counts units of time and alerts you at specific points.

4. Choose four words from your morning sentence, keeping them

secret from your group.

5. Create four universal descriptions for your words (remember to keep

them as short and to the point as possible, avoiding personal

references)

6. When ready, read out your sentence replacing the words with your

descriptions. Your group then have to guess what word you are

7. describing. For example: I woke up at 7.30 and switched off my

‘object that counts units of time and alerts you at specific points’.



How Degrading!

Step 1: Please cut out your flash cards below.

Step 2: Try to match up the time period it takes for the item pictured to degrade

in water.

(Answers can be found at the end of this resource pack)



Reference: www.greenblue.org.uk



Reference: www.greenblue.org.uk

500
years

500
years

500
years

500
years

450
years

100
years

3-5
years

6
months

2 years200

years



You can help do your bit for the environment by taking

a few simple steps:

 Reduce, reuse and recycle

(glass/cans/plastics/newspapers) where possible

 Reuse your plastic bags or better still…

…take canvas or reusable bags with your when you

go shopping instead

 Avoid using or buying products with lots of plastic

packaging

 Turn off lights/monitors/screens when you are not

using them

 Pick up any litter you might find on the beach and

throw it away

 Dispose of your litter properly

 Turn off the water when brushing your teeth

 Avoid using aerosols where possible

 Avoid using micro-bead facial/body washes that can

damage micro marine environments

 Buy local produce when you can

 Walk up the stairs instead of using the lift if you can

Question How can I help?



Continue your learning and research by exploring the

following links:

 Environmental boating site Green Blue

 Find out more about the rationalisation of collections

 Come and meet our experts here at the Natural History

Museum and find out more about the natural world

o Join us for Nature Live talks running daily in the David

Attenborough Studio.

o Come and see our scientists and volunteers in action

outside the Specimen Preparation Area of the Darwin

Centre on Thursdays until August 2015. Engage with our V

Factor Volunteer Leaders about the scallop project and

British Bryozoa.

o Go on the Spirit Collection tour at the Museum taking you

behind the scenes.

o Join us as a volunteer (18 year olds and over) or for work

experience (year 10 students through to 18 year olds)

NOTE: all the above events/activities are FREE, some may

require booking.

Keep on questioning!

http://www.thegreenblue.org.uk/
http://www.museumsandheritage.com/advisor/news/item/3032
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/visit-us/whats-on/daytime-events/talks-and-tours/nature-live/
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/about-us/jobs-volunteering-internships/volunteering-interns-information/v-factor/index.html
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/visit-us/whats-on/daytime-events/talks-and-tours/spirit-collection-tours/
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/about-us/jobs-volunteering-internships/volunteering-interns-information/work-experience/index.html
http://britishbryozoans.myspecies.info/


Here’s a quick checklist to ensure all your ingredients for your Biota

in a Box are returned safely to us.

one box with sleeve and bubble wrap
protector
two pocket microscopes
two hand lenses
two scallop shells in bubble wrap pockets

(marked with a specimen number and
label to be used as study aids)
one calcite specimen
one aragonite specimen
two identification keys (Rocky Shores)

When you’ve finished with your box or three weeks has gone by (whichever

comes sooner!) Please return your Biota in Box and the below ingredients

to:

Any information desk at the Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road,

London, SW7 5BD

We hope you enjoyed your Biota in a Box and carrying out

the activities and experiments included in this pack.



1. How many of you took part in the activities?

2. What age range did this include?

3. Which activity did you enjoy the most? Why?

4. Did you find any instructions unclear or misleading? Please give details

if yes.

5. Is anything broken or missing? Please give details here:

6. Has your Biota in a Box inspired you to do more, change or reinforce

something? If so, what?

We’d love to hear your feedback

Please answer the questions below and drop this into your box when you return

this to the Museum OR click here to complete the questions online.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BiotaBox


Answers: How degrading!

 Glass bottle, Kevlar rope, plastic bags and fishing line -500

years (or more)

 Plastic bottle -450 years

 Drinks can, Polystyrene cup -100 years

 Cigarette butt -3-5 years

 Orange peel -2 years

 Apple core -6 months
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